THREE SHOWS
‘TALES OF THE OCEAN CITY’
The Thrilling Epic Fantasy
“The Lord of the Rings Meets Stravinsky”

‘THE MUSICAL FOREST’
The Enthralling Music Adventure
“The New Peter and the Wolf”

‘HUDSON VALLEY MUSIC’
Environmental Music Adventure

“TOC is a brilliant form of
entertainment that
masterfully blends these
beautiful episodic stories
with award-winning music
and dazzling art.”

Author, Composer
Narrator, Artist

“In ‘The Musical Forest’ Kaufman
has created something quite
unique. Only a person with indepth knowledge of music could
incorporate these elements into a
fun way to teach music to children/
adults. He has beautifully
integrated the joy of music with
the value of kindness and
friendship. Bravo!”
“In HVM I loved the way you
combined the performers and animal
sounds as one music...”
“The music beautifully compliments
the very moving and timely DVD about nature, the environment and
our deep relationship to our
surroundings”

CONTACT: Chris Kaufman
jmusic800@gmail.com

CHRISTOPHER KAUFMAN

"The moment the piece began I was
transported and swept along..."

LIVE READINGS
PERFORMANCES
Music, Story,
Voice and Art

Christopher Kaufman’s ‘Live Readings Performances’
The delightful Musical Adventures of
Squiggle T. Buglet capture the
Imagination and whisk you and your
Young People along on a thrilling and
moving Story. Squiggle learns Music
Words and gathers ‘Seed Pods’ from
Teacher Friends and passes tests and
riddles from ‘Little Troll’... all with the
goal of bringing these ‘Seed Pods’ to
the Mysterious Cave of Dr.
HUDSON VALLEY MUSIC
Soundartus to make Music on his
Magic Music Wall!

Experience the thrilling
story, dramatic reading,
award winning music and
evocative art of Christopher
Kaufman. Explore the
exotic and mystical world of
Tir’Whol with its three suns
and myriads of imaginative
creatures. Discover the
compelling characters who
inhabit The Ocean City!

Kaufman performs (narration, voice acting, singing) in front of a screen of projected art, illustration and
text with full cinematographic orchestral sound flowing out behind him and filling the room. He has a
complete multi-media kit and requires only a plug and an audience!

HUDSON VALLEY MUSIC
HVM Takes you from the Ocean to the Forest to the Cathedral of Nature. The
Audience is immersed in Music created from hundreds of Natural Sounds and in
Natural Images and Art as the player(s) perform.

